Walpole-Charlestown 14747 - NH 12 Improvements

Project Advisory Committee Meeting

September 30, 2009
Wednesday, 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm

Silsby Library/Municipal Building (Community Room)
26 Railroad St. Charlestown, NH 03603

MEETING AGENDA

1. Introductions (Don Lyford) 6:30-6:35
3. Screen Alternatives (Nate Miller) 6:50-8:15
   - Alternative #1- “Do Nothing” (SCREENING COMPLETE)
   - Alternative #2- “Railroad as Control”
   - Alternative #3- “River as a Control”
   - Alternative #4A- “The Other Side of the Tracks”
   - Alternative #4B- “The Other Side of the Tracks (Hillside Option)”
   - Alternative #4C- “The Other Side of the Tracks (Hillside Option) with a reconnection to Church Street”
   - Alternative #5- “Geotechnical On-line Alternative”
   - Alternative #322- “Hybrid of Alternatives #2 and #3 with Railroad Relocation in the South”
   - Alternative #322A- “Alternative #322 with Route 12/12A Intersection Reconfiguration”
   - Alternative #323- “Hybrid of Alternatives #2 and #3 with Railroad Relocation in the North and South”
4. Discuss Preferred Alternative Selection Process (Nate Miller) 8:15-8:25
5. Next Steps (Don Lyford) 8:25-8:30
   - Schedule October Project Advisory Committee Meeting

Context Sensitive Solutions (CSS)

“A collaborative interdisciplinary approach that involves all stakeholders to develop a transportation facility that fits its physical setting and preserves scenic, aesthetic, historic and environmental resources, while maintaining safety and mobility.”

Learn more about this project at: http://www.nh.gov/dot/projects/walpole14747/index.htm

Contact Information:
Donald Lyford, PE
NHDOT Project Manager
7 Hazen Drive                Tel: 271-2165
PO Box 483                Fax: 271-7025
Concord, NH 03302-0483     Email: dlyford@dot.state.nh.us